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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1947253A1] There is described a floor drain (1) with a drain bowl having an upper edge and a drain connection which is adapted for
connecting with a drain pipe. The drain bowl includes a grate (12) forming a detachable lid and with a mounting flange (4) made integral with the
drain bowl at a rim area at the upper edge of the drain bowl. In order to achieve an aesthetic surface, the mounting flange (4) has a bent central rim
area encircling the upper edge of the drain bowl. Between the drain bowl (1) and the grate (12) there is provided a clamping flange (15) in the bent
area of the mounting flange. This clamping flange (15) is adapted to be clamped against the mounting flange (4), as a slot is formed there between
for clamping a building membrane extending into the drain bowl. The grate (12) is disposed over and covering the clamping plate (15), as it extends
across the entire bent central rim area and as an annular slot is formed between the grate (12) and the outer end of the bent rim area for clamping
the building membrane into the drain bowl.
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